Colour My World Petula Clark. Our version via Priscilla, Queen of the Desert
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Intro: [D] [D] [D] [D] [Em] ba ba ba ba-da [A7] bah!
[D] You'll never see a dark cloud hanging [Em] 'round me
[A7] Now there is only blue sky to sur- [D] round me
[D] There's never been a grey day since you [Em] found me
[A7] Everything I touch is turning to [D] gold
Chorus:
[X] So you can [D] colour my world with [F] sunshine [G] yellow each [D] day
Oh you can [C] colour my world with [G] happiness all the [Asus4] way [A7]
Just take the [D] green from the grass and the [F] blue from the [G] sky up
a- [D] bove
And you can [C] colour my world, just [G] paint it with your [Asus4] love [A7]
[X] Just colour my [D] world
[D] Just as long as I know you're thinking [Em] of me
[A7] There'll be a rainbow always up a- [D] bove me
[D] Since I found the one who really [Em] loves me
[A7] Everything I touch is turning to [D] gold
Chorus
Bridge::
[Bb] Wash that city [Bbmaj7] grey away and [Gm] paint it with a [Eb] country day
[Cm] Take the colours into your heart [Eb] and make a [F] brand new start
[Bb] If you want to [Bbmaj7] find a rainbow, [Bb7] brush away those [Eb]
clouds as we go
[Cm] Walking in the [F] sunshine. [Asus4] Walking in the [A7] sunshine
[Em] ba ba ba ba-da [A7] bah!
Last chorus:
[X] So you can [D] colour my world with [F] sunshine [G] yellow each [D] day
Oh you can [C] colour my world with [G] happiness all the [Asus4] way [A7]
Just take the [D] green from the grass and the [F] blue from the [G] sky up
a- [D] bove
And you can [C] colour my world, just [G] paint it with your [Asus4] love [A7]
Just colour my [D] wo… [F] … [G] … [D] …orld
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